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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 8, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DON RUMSFE LD

FROM:

DICK CHEN

SUBJECT:

Solzhenitsyn

Question: Has a final decision been made concerning the possibility
of the President visiting with Mr. Solzhenitsyn?
The press coverage we're getting out of the current situation where
Ron's guidance is simply to say that there is nothing currently on
the calendar has created serious problems.
~ttached

is a Herblock cartoon from this morning's Washington
Post. My own strong feeling is that the President should see
Solzhenitsyn for any one of the following reasons:

1. I think the decision not to see him is based upon a misreading
of detente. Detente means nothing more and nothing less than
a lessening of tension. Over the last several years it has been
sold as a much broader concept to the American people. At
most, detente should consist of agreements wherever possible
to reduce the possibility of conflict, but it does not mean that
all of a sudden our relationship with the Soviets is all sweetness and light.
2. I can't think of a better way to demonstrate for the American
people and for the world that detente with the Soviet Union, and
the signing of a SALT Agreement does not imply also our
approval of their way of life or their authoritarian government.
It would be a clear signal that while we do in fact want to sign
a SALT II Agreement and the European Security Treaty, that
in no way means that we've given up faith in our fundamental
principles concerning individual liberty and democracy .
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Solzhenitsyn, as the symbol of resistence to oppression in the
Soviet Union, whatever else he may be, can help us communicate
that message simply by having him in to see the President. Seeing
him is a nice counter-balance to all of the publicity and coverage
that 1 s given to meetings between American Presidents and Soviet
Leaders. Meetings with Soviet Leaders are very important, but
it is also important that we not contribute any more to the illusion
that all of a sudden we 1 re bosom- buddies with the Russians.
3. Whatever we finally come up with by way of a SALT Agreement
will require ratification by the United States Senate. I think that
ratification will be easier to achieve if the President is in good
shape with the conservative wing of the Republican Party and
those who might ordinarily be expected to oppose SALT ll.
His position in that regard is weakened by our refusal to
date to see Solzhenitsyn. Indeed, I think it can be argued
that the long-term relationship between the U.S. and the
Soviet Union would be enhanced by a Presidential visit with
Solzhenitsyn because it enhances the President's capability
to deal with the right wing in America, the group most likely
to oppose SALT II.
4. Finally, the decision not to see Solzhenitsyn is totally out of
character for the President. More than any President in
recent memory, he's the man who's willing to see anyone,
talk to anyone and listen to anyone 1 s views, no matter how
much they may differ from his own. That same operating
principle should apply in foreign policy, just as it does
domestically.
If, in fact, there is a potential foreign policy problem here, I
would think it can easily be solved by a communication to
Breshnev to let him know the reasons for the meeting and that
it is not intended as a slap at the Soviets. They have been
perfectly free to criticize us for our actions and policies in
Southeast Asia over the years, to call us imperalists, warmongers, and various and sundry other endearing terms,
and I can't believe they don't understand why the President
might want to see Solzhenitsyn. Secretary Kissinger is about
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to meet with Gromyko in Europe, and I would think he could certainly
lay the groundwork so that the Soviets know that the meeting is being
done basically for domestic, not international, purposes.
I would hope the issue could be reopened and debated once again.
This time it should be done with a very small group, so that we
don't have the kind of leaks we did last time.
Attachment
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''It's all right to come out now. If you had met
him, Urezhnev might have disapproved"

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 11, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DON RUMSFELD

FROM:

DICK

CHENEY~

Attached are suggested questions and answers on Solzhenitsy
Scowcroft has no objection. However, he has suggested a slightly
different answer in connection with the question of whether or not
a meeting would be harmful to U.S. /Soviet relations. It also is
included.
Material on the Olson matter will follow.
Regards.
Attachments
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Solzhenitsyn Questions

Questions
Mr. President, why won't you see Solzhenitsyn?

Is it true that you refuse to see Solzhenitsyn because it might
affect detente?

Did you refuse to see Solzhenitsyn because you were
afraid it would harm our relationships with the
Soviet Union?

•

Answer
I will be happy to see Mr. Solzhenitsyn if he wishes to see me.

Added Thoughts
There was some confusion at the outset when a Senator first
called for an appointment for Mr. Solzhenitsyn. The original
date proposed could not be worked out because of my own
heavy schedule.
Mr. Solzhenitsyn is a distinguished man, a writer of some note,
and a Nobel .Prize winner •

•
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I would not expect my seeing Solzhenitsyn to have any
impact on detente. Our relationship with the Soviet Union,
our efforts
to negotiate
a Strategic Arms Limitation
I
.
Treaty/ and detente itself are all based on the concept
of finding ways to reduce tensions in the world and
build relationships where it is in our mutual interest
to do so. Our relationship is also founded on the
recognition that there are fundamental differences
between ourselves and the Soviets with respect to
philosophy and our internal political systems. .A
meeting with Mr. Solzhenitsyn would in no way be
inconsistent with, nor would it affect, the considerable
progress made in recent years in strengthening our
ties with the Soviet Union.

Scowcroft Suggestion

Q:

Won't your meeting with Solzhenitsyn be harmful to U.S. I
Soviet relations and detente?

A:

In my judgment, no. While I do not agree with many of the
views Mr. Solzhenitsyn has been expressing, I respect and
admire his literary talents which have won for him the Nobel
prize for literature. Our relations with the Soviet Union
comprise a solid and expanding fabric of mutually beneficial
endeavors. We have engaged ourselves to further progress
across a broad front involving strategic, political, economic
and cultural matters. A meeting with Mr. Solzhenitsyn is
not related to and will not affect these very important policies
and objectives.

Su~e...
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MEMORANDUM TOI
FORI
FROM I

RON NESSEN

THE PRESIDENT
JACK MARSH ANO DICK CHENEY

RON NESSEN HAS READ TO US TH£ PROPOSED STAT!MENT CONCIMNSNG
SOLZHENITSYN•
WE STRONGLY 6!L.!EVE THAT THE CORRECT STATEMENT WOU~O 81
A SIMPLE INDICATION OF YOUR WILLINGNESS TO SEE HIM XF HE NISHI&
TO SEE YOU~
WE FE!L. VERY STRONGLY THAT IT WOULD 8E A MISTAKE TO l&SUI
THE STATEMENT LINKING SOLZHENtTS~N TO D~TENT! AND OUR Rl~
LATIONSHtP WITH THE SOVIET UNtON. SCOWCROPT AGREES THAT THE TWO
SHOULD NOT BE LINKED IN A STATEMENT,
MARSH ANO CHENEY BOTH FEEL THAT JT WOULD BE B!TTIR TO SAY
NOTHINR AT ALL THAN TO lSSUE A STATEMENT WHICH lNDICATI• TMAT
YOU ARE WILLING TO SEE SO~ZHEN!TSVN AND WHICH A~SO OISCUSi!S
U,S, A~O SOVIET RELATIONS,
THUS OUR PREFERRED OPTION WOULD aE A SIMPLg ST~TEM!NT JN~
DlCATl~G VOU WILL SEE SOLZHEN!TSYN 1 OUR SECOND OPTtON WQU~C
BE TO 5AY NOTHING AT ALL UNT!L NEXT WEEK, SCOWCROFT WOULD
PREFER TMAT VOU SAY NOTHING AT ALL,
WE ALL AGREE TMAT IT WOUL~ BE A SERIOUS M!STAKE TO ISSUE
THE STATE~ENT RON READ TO US,
ALSO ALL AGREE THAT TME PROPOSED STATEMENT WOULD QAUS! A
CONTINUING PROBL.!M AND FURTHER AGGREVATE THE SOLZHEN!TSVN
SXTUATtON,
0225
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MEMORANDUM TO:

RON NESSEN

FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JACK MARSH and DICK CHENEY

Ron Nessen has read to us the proposed statement concerning
Solzhenitsyn.
We strongly believe that the correct statement would be a
simple indication of your willingness to see him if he wishes to
see you.
We feel very strongly that it would be a mistake to issue the
statement linking Solzhenitsyn to detente and our relationship with
the Soviet Union.

Scowcroft agrees that the two should not be linked

in a statement.
Marsh and Cheney both feel that it would be better to say
nothing at all than to issue a statement which indicates that you
are willing to see Solzhenitsyn and which also discusses U.S. and
Soviet relations.
Thus our preferred option would be a simple statement
indicating you will see Solzhenitsyn.

Our second option would be

to say nothing at all until next week.

Scowcroft would prefer that
\

you say nothing at all.

··

We all agree that it would be a serious mistake to issue the
statl'.'!ment·Ron read to us.
-SECRET /FLASH
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Also all agree that the proposed statement would cause a
continuing problem and further aggrevate the Solzhenitsyn situation.

'SECRE I /FLASH
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WASHINGTON POS

George F. Will

Solzhenitsyn· and the President
The U.S. government may have to
expel Alexander Solzhenitsyn from
the republic, not only as a handsacross-the-barbed-wire gesture of soli·
darity with Its detente partner, the
Soviet government, but also to save
the President and his attendants
from nervous breakdowns. ,
This is not the first time Solzhenltsyn, winner of the Nobel Prize in
literature, has taxed the nerves of
the mighty. Last year Soviet Premier
Leonid Brezhnev, having decided that
he could not conveniently kill Sol·.
zhenitsyn and could .not enduree Jhe
sound of his voice, ;expelled himi
Solzhenitsyn became a nuisance to
Gerald Ford when AFI.rCIO President
George Meany 'invited Solzbenitsyn
to W~hington. to give a speech In
which he reiterated his low opinion
of detente, as ·Ute U.S. practices it.
He belleves this policy reduces the
United States .to. craven,. degrading
reticence abo~.tt· slave labor,: eoncen- ·
tration camps,j and other problems of
human rights in the Soviet Union.
Solzhenitsyn is. of course, cortect:
The U.S. government thinks such
reticence is "necessary'' lest the Soviet government get angry and refuse
to accept u.s. trade subsidies or engage In our memorable grain deals.
But mere truthfulness does not redeem politically inconvenient speech.
and Solzbenitsyn carries free speech
to inconvenient conclusions.
His .presence here posed a prob.
lem: ShoUld Mr. Ford meet with him?
In coping with this problem the President contrived to confirm Solzhenit·
syn's point while snubbing him for
having made it.
·
Mr. Ford nervously diagnosed Sol·
zhenitsyn's presence here as a foreign policy problem and summoned
advice from the National Security
<;puncil, which copes with such
threats to the nation's security. He
and aides brainstormed about how to
justify snubbing the man who, out.
side U.S. and Soviet government
circles, is recognized as one of the
moral heroes of the 20th centuey.
According to reportS, several aides,
showing a flair for baseness that
would have stood them in good .&ad
with the previous administration,
questioned Solzhenitsyn's mental stability. The idea of American politi·
cians rendering negative judgments
\

-

receive, rather than on Solzhenitsyn's
about Solzhenitsyn's mental healtJ,l.
has an antic .·Charm, but such judg- · abilicy to impart, wisdom. The Pres· '
ident's imaJ~e thus clarified, like but.
ments were not publicly advanced to
ter, Nessen. refrained from adding
justify the snub, perhaps because
the Salient point: Brezhnev frowns on
theY would not play in Peoria.
Solzhenitsyn, but not on Pel~
Other aides reportedly noted that
Obviously Mr. · Fon:l decided that
during his visit to the United. States,
meeting Solzhenitsyn . would be in·
Solzhenitsyn is. promoting the sale of
consistent with detente. Obviously
his boqks. • They said. the Preside,n~
Solzhenitsyn is corrt!ct: Detente, as
shoUld .iiof. do 'anything that might
practiced by til#! '(]nited States, pre·
even indirectly help a commercial
vents even gestures c:if support for
promotion:·· The White House is selec·i
the cause of hmnan 'rights ln the
tively fastidious about such things.
Soviet Union.
A few days earlier Mr. Ford met
Certa~ly Solzhenltsyn was not sur.
with the Cotton Queen. A few days
prised
by Mr. Ford's snub. As he said
after he summoned photographers to
ln
his
Nobel Lecture:
the White House lawn where he
""''''m spil;t of Munich has by no
kicked a soccer ball with Brazilian
means retreated Into, the past; it was
star Pele, for the benefit of the Amernot a brief episode. I even venture to
ican entrepreneurs who are paying
say
that the spirit of Munich is dom·
Pele $4.5 million to help promote their
inant in the 20th century. The lntim.
soccer fr~Chises.
idated civilized worla has ·'found
· Press Secretary Ron Nessen, keeper
nothing to oppose the onslaught of
of the presidential unage, explained
a suddenly resurgent fang·baring bar·
that Mr. Ford could not see Solzhe. l!arlsm, except concessions and
nitsyn because of a "crowded schedsmiles."
ule."
Detente has conferred upon BreihNessen added: "For image reasons
nev veto power over the appointments
the President does like to have some
calendar · of the President · of the
substance in his meP.tings. It is not
United States. Perhl;}ps Brezhnev, in
clear what he would gain by a meet.
the spirit of detente, would refrain
lng with Solzhenitsyn."
·
from seeing people offensive to the
Nessen may have a point, but if so
U.S. government's moral sensibilities
it reflects on Mr. Ford's ability to
-if it had any.

Scowcroft Susseatlon

0:

Won't your meeting wlth Sol&henlteyn be harmful to u.S. I
Sovlet relatione and detente?

A:

In my judgment, no. Wblle I do net agree wltb many ol the
views Mr. Solzbenlteyn baa been expreaalna, I reapect and
admire hla literary talent• which have won for him the Nobel
prize for Uterature. Our relatione wltb tbe Soviet Union
comprise a aolld and expanding fabric of mutually beneficial
endeavor•. We have engaged ouraelvea to further progre••
acroae a broad front lnvolvlna atrategtc, pollttcal, economic
and cultural mattera. A meeting with Mr. Solzhealtayn le
not related to and will not affect tbeae very important pollclea
and objective•.

•

Q:

Won't your meeting with Solzhenitsyn be harmful to U.S. -Soviet
relations and detente ?

A:

In my judgfment, no.

While I do not agree with many of the

views Mr. Solzhenitsyn has been expressing, I respect and
admire his literary talents which have won for him the Nobel
prize for literature.

Our relations with the Soviet Union comprise

a solid and expanding fabric of mutually beneficial endeavors.
We have engaged ourselves to further progress across a broad
front involving strategic, political, economic, and cultural
matters.

A meeting with Mr. Solzhenitsyn is not related to

and will not affect these very important policies and objectives.

Solzhenitsyn Questions

Questions .
Mr.

President~

why won't you see Solzhenitsyn?

Is it true that you refuse to see Solzhenitsyn because it might
affect detente?

Did you refuse to see Solzhenitsyn because you were
afraid it would harm our relationships with the
Soviet Union?

•

Answer
I will be happy to see Mr. Solzhenitsyn if he wishes to see me.

Added Thoughts
There was some confusion at the outset when a Senator first
called for an appointment for Mr. Solzhenitsyn. The original
date proposed could not be worked out because of my own
heavy schedule.
Mr. Solzhenitsyn is a distinguished man, a writer of some note,
and a Nobel.Prize winner •

.

~

..

z
I would not expect my seeing Solzhenitsyn to have any
impact on detente. Our relationship with the Soviet Union,
our efforts to negotiate a Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty, and detente itself are all based on the concept
of finding ways to reduce tensions in the world and
build relationships where it is in our mutual interest
to do so. Our relationship is also founded on the
recognition that there are fundamental differences
between ourselves and the Soviets with respect to
philosophy and our internal political systems. A
meeting with Mr. Solzhenitsyn would in no way be
inconsistent with, nor would it affect, the considerable
progress made in recent years in strengthening our
ties With the Soviet Union •

•

Solzhenitsyn Questions

•
Questions
Mr. President, why won't you see Solzhenitsyn?

Is it true that you refuse to see Solzhenitsyn because it might
affect detente?

..

.•

Did you refuse to see Solzhenitsyn because you were afraid it would
harm our relationships with the Soviet Union?
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confusion at the outset when a Senator first called
for an appointment for Mr. Solzhenitsyn.

The original date proposed

could not be worked out because of my own heavy schedule.

Mr. Solzhenitsyn is a distinguished man, a writer
a Nobel Prize winner.
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I would not expect my seeing Solzhenitsyn to have any impact on
detente.

Our relationship with the Soviet Union, our efforts.-..
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negotiat,.,a Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty, and detente itself
are all based on the concept of finding ways to reduce tensions in
the world and buildillf relationships where it is in our
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made in re'cent years in strengthening our ties with the Soviet Union.
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July 11, 1975

MEMORANDUM I'Oila

DON aUMS:FELD

DICK CHENEY

Attached &l'e •1111••ted qaeatlona allCI anawe:r• on Solshenltayn.
Scowcroft baa DO objectloa. However, he baa •qseatecl a •llalltly
•w.nzat auwe:r la comaectloD wbll tile qv.eatloa of - . . . r ol' DOt
a .meetlna would be barml•l to u.s. /Scwlet l"elat~oDa. It alao la
lacluded.
Matel'lal

011

the Otaoa matter wlll follow.

aeaarda.
AttacluneDta
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Q &

A's

SOLZHENITSYN

-~·
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Q.

Mr. President, why won't you see Mr. Solzhenitsyn?

A.

I will be happy to see Mr. Solzhenitsyn if he wishes
to see me.

Q &

A's

SOLZHENITSYN

o.

Mr. President,. why won't you see Mr. Solzhenitsyn?

'
A.

I will be happy to see Mr. Solzhenitsyn if he wishes
to see me.

.....
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July 11. 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DON RUMSFELD

FROM:

DICK CHENEY

Attached are suggested questions and answers on Solzhen1tsyn.
Scowcroft has no objection. However. he has suggested a sUghtly
different answer in connection with the question of whether or not
a meeting would be harmful to U.S. /Soviet relations. It also is
included.
Material on the Olson matter will follow.
Regards.
Attachments
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Q & A's

SOLZHENITSYN

Q.

Mr. President, why won't you see Mr. Solzhenitsyn?

A.

I will be happy to see Mr. Solzhenitsyn if he wishes
to see me.
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Q & A's

SO LZHENITSYN

Q.

Mr. President, why won't you see Mr. Solzhenitsyn?

'
A.

I will be happy to see Mr. Solzhenitsyn if he wishes
to see me.
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Solzhenitsyn Questions

Questions
Mr. President, why won 1t you see Solzhenitsyn?

Is it true that you refuse to see Solzhenitsyn because it might
affect detente?

Did you refuse to see Solzhenitsyn because you were
afraid it would harm our relationships with the
Soviet Union?

Answer
I will be happy to see Mr. Solzhenitsyn if he wishes to see me.

Added Thoughts
There was some confusion at the outset when a Senator first
called for an appointment for Mr. Solzhenitsyn. The original
date proposed could not be worked out because of my own
heavy schedule.
Mr. Solzhenitsyn is a distinguished man, a writer of some note,
and a Nobel -Prize winner •

•
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I would not expect my seeing Solzhenitsyn to have any
impact on detente. Our relationship with the Soviet Union,
our efforts to negotiate a Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty, and detente itself are all based on the concept
of finding ways to reduce tensions in the world and
build relationships where it is in our mutual interest
to do so. Our relationship is also founded on the
recognition that there are fundamental differences
between ourselves and the Soviets with respect to
philosophy and our internal political systems. A
meeting with Mr. Solzhenitsyn would in no way be
inconsistent with, nor would it affect, the considerable
progress made in recent years in strengthening our
ties with the Soviet Union .
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